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A B S T R A C T

Background: Scientific evidence is lacking regarding the risk of patients with chronic liver disease (CLD) for
COVID-19, and how these risks are affected by age, gender and race.
Methods: We performed a case-control study of electronic health records of 62.2 million patients (age >18
years) in the US up to October 1st, 2020, including 1,034,270 patients with CLD, 16,530 with COVID-19, and
820 with both COVID-19 and CLD. We assessed the risk, disparities, and outcomes of COVID-19 in patients
with six major CLDs.
Findings: Patients with a recent medical encounter for CLDwere at significantly increased risk for COVID-19 com-
pared with patients without CLD, with the strongest effect in patients with chronic non-alcoholic liver disease
[adjusted odd ratio (AOR)=13.11, 95% CI: 12.49�13.76, p < 0.001] and non-alcoholic cirrhosis (AOR=11.53, 95%
CI: 10.69�12.43, p < 0.001), followed by chronic hepatitis C (AOR=8.93, 95% CI:8.25�9.66, p < 0.001), alcoholic
liver damage (AOR=7.05, 95% CI:6.30�7.88, p < 0.001), alcoholic liver cirrhosis (AOR=7.00, 95% CI:6.15�7.97,
p < 0.001) and chronic hepatitis B (AOR=4.37, 95% CI:3.35�5.69, p < 0.001). African Americans with CLD were
twice more likely to develop COVID-19 than Caucasians. Patients with COVID-19 and a recent encounter for CLD
had a death rate of 10.3% (vs. 5.5% among COVID-19 patients without CLD, p < 0.001) and a hospitalization rate
of 41.0% (vs. 23.9% among COVID-19 patients without CLD, p< 0.001).
Interpretation: Patients with CLD, especially African Americans, were at increased risk for COVID-19,
highlighting the need to protect these patients from exposure to virus infection.
Funding: National Institutes of Health (AG057557, AG061388, AG062272, 1UL1TR002548-01), American Can-
cer Society (RSG-16-049-01-MPC).
© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)
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1. Introduction

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is caused by severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and has rapidly
escalated into a global pandemic [1,2].

Severe illness of COVID-19 predominantly occurs in older people
and in individuals with underlying medical comorbidities, including
asthma, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, hypertension, chronic lung
disease, chronic kidney disease, cancers, obesity, substance use disor-
ders and mental disorders [3�7]. Currently, there is limited informa-
tion about whether people with a chronic liver disease (CLD),
including liver cirrhosis, hepatitis B, hepatitis C, and chronic non-
alcoholic liver diseases are at increased risk for getting COVID-19 or
having severe COVID-19 [8�11].
SARS-CoV-2 virus can damage liver and patients with COVID-19 and
pre-existing chronic liver disease often had high mortality rates [12�17].
However, it remains unknown whether patients with a CLD were at
increased risk for SARS-CoV-2 virus infection and how these risks were
further affected by age, gender and race. Patients with CLD, including liver
cirrhosis, chronic hepatitis B, chronic hepatitis C, and chronic non-alco-
holic liver diseases often have multiple comorbid conditions, including
obesity, type 2 diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular diseases, cancers,
infections and malnutrition [18�22], many of which overlap with known
risk factors for severe COVID-19 illness [3�7]. In addition, abnormalities
of immune function, immunodeficiency and systemic inflammation are
often present in individuals with CLD, including liver cirrhosis and
chronic hepatitis [23�25]. Because of the overlaps between known
COVID-19 risk factors and risk factors for CLD and compromised immune
functions in patients with CLD, we hypothesized that patients with a CLD
were at increased risk for morbidity and mortality from COVID-19. The
large database available to us permitted us also to test the impact of gen-
der, race, and age on the association of CLDwith COVID-19 in the US.
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Research in context

Evidence before this study

People who have serious underlying medical conditions, including
chronic liver disease (CLD), might be at higher risk for severe ill-
ness from COVID-19. Evidence showed that SARS-CoV-2 virus
damages the liver in infected patients and that pre-existing liver
disease was associated with increased mortality in patients with
COVID-19. However, it remains unknown whether patients with
CLD are at increased risk for getting COVID-19 compared with
individuals without CLD and how the risk for COVID-19 is further
affected by age, gender and race.

Added value of this study

This analysis of patient electronic health records (EHRs) quanti-
fies for the first time the risks, racial disparities, and outcomes
for COVID-19 in individuals with a CLD, including alcoholic cir-
rhosis, non-alcoholic cirrhosis, alcoholic liver damage, chronic
hepatitis B, chronic hepatitis C, and chronic non-alcoholic liver
disease.

Implications of all the available evidence

Based on this analysis, patients with a CLD, especially African
Americans with CLD, were at increased risk for both COVID-19
and its adverse outcomes, highlighting the need to protect
these patients from exposure to virus infection.
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2. Methods

2.1. Database description

We performed a case-control study using de-identified patient
electronic health record (EHR) data collected by the IBM Watson
Health Explorys from 360 hospitals and 317,000 providers across 50
states from 1999 up to October 1st, 2020, representing 20% of US
population [26]. The EHR data are de-identified according to the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and the Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act stand-
ards as described in an early study of this dataset as described in an
early study using this database [27]. After the de-identification pro-
cess, curation process normalizes the data through mapping key ele-
ments to widely-accepted standards [28]. Specifically, disease terms
are coded using the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical
Terms (SNOMED-CT), a global standard for health terms that provides
the core general terminology for EHRs [29]. More than 160 studies
have shown that with this large-scale and standardized EHR database
and the cloud-based Explorys Cohort Discovery informatics tools,
large case-control studies can be undertaken efficiently [30], We
have recently analyzed Explorys EHR database to examine COVID-19
in patients with substance use disorders, mental disorders and can-
cers [4�7]. The EHR data are de-identified and aggregated (not
patient-level) and institutional review board (IRB) review was
exempt. Q.W and R.X had access to the EHR data through Explorys
web-based informatics tools. The data was accessed from June to
October 2020. The EHR database is updated on weekly basis. The final
results for this study was based on data on October 1, 2020.

2.2. Study population

At the time of this study (October 1st, 2020), the study population
consisted of 62,266,410 adult and senior patients (age >18 years old),
including 1034,270 patients who had encounters with healthcare
systems for their diagnosis of chronic liver disease (CLD), 16,530 with
COVID-19, and 820 with both COVID-19 and CLD. The status of COVID-
19 was based on the concept “Coronavirus infection (disorder)” (Con-
cept Code 186,747,009). Based on Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention (CDC) and The American Association for the Study of Liver
Diseases (AASLD) Expert Panel Consensus Statement, people with
chronic liver disease (CLD), including hepatitis B, hepatitis C, alcohol-
related liver disease, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease, and cirrhosis may
be at increased risk for COVID-19 susceptibility and its adverse out-
comes [8�10]. Six types of CLD that had sufficient sample sizes in the
EHR database were examined in this study: alcoholic liver damage, alco-
holic cirrhosis, non-alcoholic cirrhosis, chronic non-alcoholic liver dis-
ease, chronic hepatitis C, and chronic hepatitis B. The status of alcoholic
cirrhosis was based on the diagnosis of “Alcoholic cirrhosis (disorder)”
(SNOMED-CT code 420,054,005), non-alcoholic cirrhosis on the diagno-
sis of “Cirrhosis - non-alcoholic (disorder)” (code 266,468,003), chronic
non-alcoholic liver disease on the diagnosis of “chronic nonalcoholic
liver disease (disorder)” (c79720007), chronic hepatitis C on the diagno-
sis of “Chronic hepatitis C (disorder)” (code 128,302,006), chronic hepa-
titis B on the diagnosis of “Viral hepatitis type B (disorder)” (code
66,071,002), and alcoholic liver damage on the diagnosis of “Alcoholic
liver damage (disorder)” (code 41,309,000).

Among six types of CLD we examined, alcoholic cirrhosis, non-
alcoholic cirrhosis, chronic non-alcoholic liver disease, chronic hepa-
titis C and chronic hepatitis B are non-overlapping diagnosis codes
based on the SNOMED-CT disease classification scheme. Alcoholic
liver damage is a parent term of alcoholic cirrhosis and also includes
alcoholic fatty liver, alcoholic hepatic failure and alcoholic hepatitis.
Alcoholic cirrhosis is a major term under alcoholic liver damage and
constituted of 72.6% of patients with alcoholic damage. Since there
was insufficient samples size for other specific types of alcoholic liver
damage, we used both the parent term “alcoholic liver damage” and
the major child term “alcoholic cirrhosis” in order to deduce the risk
of COVID-19 in patients with other types of alcoholic liver damage.

The outcome measures were COVID-19 diagnosis, rates of death,
and hospitalization. The SNOMED-CT concept “Hospital admission
(procedure)” (ID 32,485,007) was used to obtain hospital admission
status from patient EHRs. Explorys regularly imports from the Social
Security Death index for the “deceased” status.

The following analyses were performed: First, the odds of COVID-19
diagnosis in patients with CLD compared with patients without CLD
were calculated, adjusted for age, gender, race, and known COVID-19
risk factors, including asthma, cardiovascular diseases, cancers, type 2
diabetes, obesity, chronic kidney diseases, chronic obstructive pulmo-
nary disease, substance use disorders and mental disorders, viral treat-
ments, transplantation procedures and nursing home stay [3�7]. The
status of viral treatments was based on the Pharmacology Class code
“Antiviral agent”, transplantation on the Procedure code “Transplanta-
tion of bone marrow” and “Solid organ transplant”, and nursing home
stay on the Encounter code “Skilled Nursing Facility (encounter)”.

The status of other COVID-19 risk factors were based on SNOMED-
CT disease diagnosis codes. The exposure group consisted of patients
who had any medical encounter for their diagnosis of CLD. The unex-
posed group consisted of patients who had a medical encounter with
healthcare systems but had no diagnosis of CLD. The outcome mea-
sure was COVID-19 diagnosis. Separate analysis was done for six
types of CLD (alcoholic liver cirrhosis, non-alcoholic liver cirrhosis,
chronic non-alcoholic liver disease, chronic hepatitis C, chronic hepa-
titis B, and alcoholic liver damage). Separate analysis was done for
patients with any CLD encounter (encounter for their CLD happened
within past year or at any time prior) and patients with recent CLD
encounter (at least one encounter for their CLD within past year). In
the EHR database, three encounter cutoffs are available: Ever, Last
3 years, Last year. In our study, we used “Ever” and “Last year”
encounters for CLD. Patients with an encounter in the last year are a
subset of those who have ever had an encounter for that diagnosis.



Table 1
Patient characteristics. Number of cases and percentage (%) are shown. There are 15 race categories in the database and only the largest race categories were shown in the table.
CLD � chronic liver disease, which in our study included alcoholic cirrhosis, non-alcoholic cirrhosis, alcoholic liver damage, chronic hepatitis B, chronic hepatitis C, and chronic
non-alcoholic liver disease.

Patient Study population CLD (any encounter) CLD (recent encounter) COVID-19 COVID-19 + CLD (any encounter) COVID-19 + CLD (recent encounter)

Total 62,266,410 1034,270 81,360 16,530 820 390
Gender

Female 33,932,090
(54%)

497,790
(48%)

38,170
(47%)

9840
(60%)

450
(55%)

200
(51%)

Male 27,972,660
(45%)

535,410
(52%)

42,700
(52%)

6680
(40%)

370
(45%)

190
(49%)

Unknown 378,360
(<1%)

1140
(<1%)

560
(<1%)

30
(<1%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

Age
Adult (18 - 65) 44,208,280

(71%)
666,710
(64%)

58,290
(72%)

12,340
(75%)

580
(71%)

280
(72%)

Senior (> 65) 18,101,280
(29%)

369,340
(36%)

23,210
(28%)

4230
(25%)

240
(29%)

110
(28%)

Race
Caucasian 35,255,240

(57%)
771,770
(75%)

58,700
(72%)

8370
(51%)

460
(56%)

210
(54%)

African American 6438,760
(10%)

130,770
(13%)

14,670
(18%)

6610
(40%)

330
(40%)

160
(41%)

Asian 1012,900
(2%)

25,240
(2%)

2120
(3%)

160
(1%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

Hispanic/Latino 860,490
(1%)

15,890
(2%)

570
(1%)

20
(<1%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

Unknown 7984,920
(13%)

139,940
(14%)

6040
(7%)

900
(5%)

60
(7%)

30
(8%)
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Second, we examined how age, gender and race further differentially
affected COVID-19 risk in patients with CLD. The case groups were
patients with CLD and one of the following demographic factors:
Female, Senior (age >65), African American. Although other racial and
ethnic groups are specified in the database, none had sufficient numbers
of patients with CLD or COVID for this analysis. The comparison groups
were also patients with chronic liver diseases but with one of the fol-
lowing corresponding demographic factors (Male, Adult (age 18�65),
Caucasian). The outcome measure was COVID-19 diagnosis. For exam-
ple, we examined whether African Americans with CLD were more
likely to get COVID-19 compared with Caucasians with CLD, adjusting
for age, gender and known COVID-19 risk factors. Similarly we examine
whether women with CLD were more likely to get COVID-19 compared
with men with CLD, adjusting for age, race, and known COVID-19 risk
factors; Third, the 8-month (February�October, 2020) death rate and
hospitalization rate in patients with COVID-19 and recent encounter for
CLD were compared with those for patients with COVID-19 but no CLD,
and patients with recent encounter for CLD but no COVID-19.

2.3. Statistical analysis

The EHR data are de-identified population-level (not patient-level)
data, therefore we used odds ratios instead of performing true regres-
sion analyses, as was done in previous studies using Explorys EHR data-
base [4�6, 24�25] [4�6,24,25]. For a given input set of patient
characteristics (e.g., age, gender, race, diagnosis, comorbidities), the
Explorys Explore Cohort Discovery tool built a patient cohort by query-
ing the EHR database for patients matching the inputs. Patients with
missing values for the input queries were not included in the returned
cohorts. The adjusted odds ratio (AOR), 95% CI and P-values were calcu-
lated using the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel (CMH) method [31], by con-
trolling for age groups in 5-year categories (e.g., 20�24, 25�29,
. . ..65�69, 70�74, . . ., 85�89), gender (Female, Male), race (Caucasian,
African American) and risk factors for COVID-19 [3�7]. Two-sided, 2-
sample test for equality of proportions with continuity correction were
used to compare death and hospitalization rates. Multiple comparisons
were corrected by Bonferroni correction. Statistical tests were con-
ducted with significance set at P-value < 0.05 (two-sided). All analyses
were done using R, version 3.6.3.
3. Role of the funding source

The funder of the study had no role in study design, data collec-
tion, data analysis, data interpretation, and writing of the report. The
corresponding author (R.X) had full access to all the data in the study
and had final responsibility for the decision to submit for publication.

4. Results

4.1. Patient characteristics

The baseline characteristics of the study population (as of October
1st, 2020) are presented in Table 1. Among 62,266,410 adult patients
(age >18 years old), 1034,270 patients have encountered with
healthcare systems for their diagnosis of CLD in the past year or prior
(“any encounter”), among whom 81,360 had encounter within the
past year (“recent encounter”).

The specifics for all and recent encounters were as follows: any
108,760, recent 9850 for alcoholic cirrhosis; any 213,170, recent
16,300 for non-alcoholic cirrhosis; any 576,770, recent 39,300 for
chronic non-alcoholic liver disease; any 242,260, recent 20,410 for
chronic hepatitis C; any 41,860, recent 4490 for chronic hepatitis B;
any 173,850, recent 13,570 for alcoholic liver damage.

Among 16,530 adult COVID-19 patients in the database, 820 had
some encounter with healthcare systems for their CLD (past year or
prior, but prior to their COVID-19 encounter), and 390 had a recent
encounter (past year, but prior to their COVID-19 encounter). Any
and recent encounter for specific disorders in the COVID-19 popula-
tion: alcoholic cirrhosis (any: 50; recent: 30), alcoholic cirrhosis (any:
50; recent: 30), non-alcoholic cirrhosis (any: 150; recent: 90 chronic
non-alcoholic liver disease (any: 570; recent: 240), chronic hepatitis
C (any: 180; recent: 80), chronic hepatitis B (any: 30; recent: 10), and
alcoholic liver damage (any: 70; recent: 40).

5. COVID-19 risk in patients with CLD

Patients with a recent encounter for CLD had significantly higher
odds of acquiring COVID-19 compared with patients without recent
encounter for CLD, after adjusting for age, gender and race, with the



Odds of COVID−19 in patients with recent encounter for CLD 

 (adjusted for demographics only)

Exposure

Alcoholic liver damage

Alcoholic liver cirrhosis

Non−alcoholic liver cirrhosis

Chronic non−alcoholic liver disease

Chronic hepatitis B

Chronic hepatitis C

Outcome

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

        AOR (95% CI)

11.33 (9.49−13.53)

10.70 (8.63−13.28)

21.16 (18.81−23.81)

23.13 (21.47−24.92)

5.17 (3.26−8.22)

12.95 (11.41−14.71)

     p

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26

Adjusted Odds Ratio (AOR)

Odds of COVID−19 in patients with any encounter for CLD 

 (adjusted for demographics only)

Exposure

Alcoholic liver damage

Alcoholic liver cirrhosis

Non−alcoholic liver cirrhosis

Chronic non−alcoholic liver disease

Chronic hepatitis B

Chronic hepatitis C

Outcome

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

        AOR (95% CI)

1.64 (1.44−1.87)

1.68 (1.43−1.99)

2.80 (2.55−3.06)

3.92 (3.74−4.12)

1.70 (1.31−2.21)

2.59 (2.38−2.82)

     p

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

0 1 2 3 4 5

Adjusted Odds Ratio (AOR)

Fig. 1. COVID-19 risk in patients with CLD (recent vs any encounter for CLD) after adjusting for age, gender and race (but not for other known COVID-19 risk factors). Recent CLD
encounter � patients have encountered with healthcare systems for their CLD within the past year. Any CLD encounter � patients have encountered with healthcare systems for
their CLD at any time in the past (including the last year).
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strongest effect for patients with chronic non-alcoholic liver disease
(AOR=23.13, 95% CI: 21.47�24.92, p < 0.001) and non-alcoholic cir-
rhosis (AOR=21.16, 95% CI: 18.81�23.81, p < 0.001), followed by
patients with chronic hepatitis C (AOR=12.95, 95% CI: 11.41�14.71,
p < 0.001), alcoholic liver damage (AOR=11.33, 95% CI: 9.49�13.53,
p < 0.001), alcoholic liver cirrhosis (AOR=10.70, 95% CI: 8.63�13.28,
p < 0.001), and chronic hepatitis B (AOR=5.17, 95% CI: 3.26�8.22,
p < 0.001) (Fig. 1, top). The trend was similar for patients with any
encounter ever for CLD, but the risk associations were lower (Fig. 1,
bottom). The parent term “Alcoholic liver damage” includes the child
term “alcoholic liver cirrhosis” and other child terms such as alcoholic
fatty liver, alcoholic hepatic failure and alcoholic hepatitis. The 13,570
patients with recent encounter for alcoholic liver damage included
9850 individuals with recent encounter for alcoholic liver cirrhosis
(72.6%). The risk for COVID-19 in patients with alcoholic liver cirrho-
sis was similar to that for patients with alcoholic liver damage, sug-
gesting that patients with other alcoholic liver damage including
alcoholic fatty liver, alcoholic hepatitis, alcoholic hepatic failure had
similar risk for COVID-19 as patients with alcoholic liver cirrhosis.
However, due to the limited sample sizes for other specific types of
alcoholic liver damage, we could not directly assess the risk of
COVID-19 for each of the alcoholic liver damage types. Instead, we
used the parent term alcoholic liver damage and the child term alco-
holic liver cirrhosis to infer their COVID-19 risks.

Patients with non-alcoholic liver cirrhosis had similar risk for
COVID-19 as patients with chronic non-alcoholic liver diseases
(AOR=21.16 vs 23.13). Based on SNOMED-CT disease classification
scheme, non-alcoholic liver cirrhosis and non-alcoholic liver dis-
eases are two distinct non-overlapping disease diagnosis. Among
576,770 patients with a diagnosis code of chronic non-alcoholic
liver disease, 8.7% also had a diagnosis code of non-alcoholic liver
cirrhosis. Among 213,170 patients with a diagnosis code of non-
alcoholic liver cirrhosis, 23.6% had a diagnosis code of chronic non-
alcoholic liver disease.



Odds of COVID−19 in patients with recent encounter for CLD 

 (adjusted for demographics and known COVID−19 risk factors)

Exposure

Alcoholic liver damage

Alcoholic liver cirrhosis

Non−alcoholic liver cirrhosis

Chronic non−alcoholic liver disease

Chronic hepatitis B

Chronic hepatitis C

Outcome

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

        AOR (95% CI)

7.05 (6.30−7.88)

7.00 (6.15−7.97)

11.53 (10.69−12.43)

13.11 (12.49−13.76)

4.37 (3.35−5.69)

8.93 (8.25−9.66)

     p

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Adjusted Odds Ratio (AOR)

Odds of COVID−19 in patients with any encounter for CLD 

 (adjusted for demographics and known COVID−19 risk factors)

Exposure

Alcoholic liver damage

Alcoholic liver cirrhosis

Non−alcoholic liver cirrhosis

Chronic non−alcoholic liver disease

Chronic hepatitis B

Chronic hepatitis C

Outcome

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

   COVID−19

        AOR (95% CI)

1.07 (0.99−1.17)

1.16 (1.05−1.28)

1.74 (1.64−1.84)

2.32 (2.25−2.40)

1.32 (1.13−1.56)

1.90 (1.80−2.00)

     p

0.07

0.003

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

0 1 2 3

Adjusted Odds Ratio (AOR)

Fig. 2. COVID-19 risk in patients with CLD (recent vs any CLD encounter) after adjusting for age, gender and race and known COVID-19 risk factors. Recent CLD encounter - patients
have encountered the healthcare systems for CLD within the past year. Any CLD encounter � patients have encountered the healthcare system for CLD at any time in the past
(including the last year).
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After adjusting for known COVID-19 risk factors, in addition to
age, gender and race, the odds of COVID-19 in patients with recent or
any encounter for CLD decreased, but remained highly significant
(Fig. 2). The strongest effects were observed in patients with recent
encounter for chronic non-alcoholic liver disease (AOR=13.11, 95% CI:
12.49�13.76, p < 0.001), non-alcoholic cirrhosis (AOR=11.53, 95% CI:
10.69�12.43, p < 0.001) followed by patients with chronic hepatitis
C (AOR = 8.93, 95% CI: 8.25�9.66, p < 0.001), alcoholic liver damage
(AOR=7.05, 95% CI: 6.30�7.88, p < 0.001), alcoholic liver cirrhosis
(AOR=7.00, 95% CI: 6.15�7.97, p < 0.001), and chronic hepatitis B
(AOR=4.37, 95% CI: 3.35�5.69, p < 0.001).

5.1. Demographic disparity of COVID-19 risk among patients with CLD

We examined how age, gender and race differentially affected
COVID-19 risk among patients with CLD after adjusting for COVID-19
risk factors. African Americans with CLD were twice more likely to
get COVID-19 than Caucasians with CLD after adjusting for age, gen-
der, and COVID-19 risk factors: non-alcoholic liver cirrhosis
(AOR=2.74 and 3.41 for recent and any encounter, respectively),
chronic non-alcoholic liver disease (AOR=3.39 and 4.79 for recent
and any encounter, respectively), chronic hepatitis B (AOR=1.97 and
2.08 for recent and any encounter, respectively), and chronic hepati-
tis C (AOR=4.08 and 4.42 for recent and any encounter, respectively).
No marked age or gender disparities were observed: women with
CLD had similar risk for COVID-19 as men with CLD. Older patients
(age >65 years) with CLD had similar risk for COVID-19 as younger
patients (age 18�65 years) with CLD (Fig. 3).
5.2. Hospitalization and death rates in patients with CLD and COVID-19

The overall hospitalization rate over 8-month period (from the
start of the pandemic in February up to October 1, 2020) for 16,530
adult COVID-19 patients was 24.3%, higher for African Americans



Demographic disparities of COVID−19 in patients with recent encounter for CLD

Case

Alcoholic liver damage

   Female

   Senior (age >65)

   African American

Alcoholic liver cirrhosis

   Female

   Senior (age >65)

   African American

Non−alcoholic liver cirrhosis

   Female

   Senior (age >65)

   African American

Chronic non−alcoholic liver disease

   Female

   Senior (age >65)

   African American

Chronic hepatitis B

   Female

   Senior (age >65)

   African American

Chronic hepatitis C

   Female

   Senior (age >65)

   African American

Control

   Male

   Adult (age 18−65)

   Caucasian

   Male

   Adult (age 18−65)

   Caucasian

   Male

   Adult (age 18−65)

   Caucasian

   Male

   Adult (age 18−65)

   Caucasian

   Male

   Adult (age 18−65)

   Caucasian

   Male
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Fig. 3. Demographic disparity of COVID-19 among patients with recent versus any encounter for CLD after adjusting for potential COVID-19 risk factors. Recent CLD encounter �
patients have encountered the healthcare system for CLD within the past year. Any CLD encounter � patients have encountered the healthcare systems for CLD at any time in the
past (including the last year).
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Fig. 4. Hospitalization rates among three adult and senior populations (age >18 years): COVID-19 patients with recent or all counter with healthcare systems for CLD, COVID-19
negative patients with recent or any encounter for CLD, and COVID-19 patients without recent or any encounter for CLD. ***: p < 0.001; ns: not significant.
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(32.9%) than Caucasians (20.3%) (p< 0.001). Among 390 patients with
COVID-19 and recent encounter for CLD, 160 were hospitalized
(41.0%), similar for African Americans (43.8%) and Caucasians (38.1%)
(p = 0.321). Among 16,140 COVID-19 patients without CLD, 3850
were hospitalized (23.9%), higher for African Americans (32.6%) than
Caucasians (19.9%) (p < 0.001). The hospitalization rate for COVID-19
negative patients with recent encounter for CLD was 16.2%, higher
for African Americans (19.6%) than Caucasians (16.5%) (p < 0.001)
(Fig. 4). The trend is similar for patients with any encounter for CLD,
except that among COVID-10 patients with all encounter for CLD,



Fig. 5. Death rates among three adult populations: COVID-19 patients with recent or all counter with healthcare systems for CLD, COVID-19 negative patients with recent or all
encounter for CLD, and COVID-19 patients without recent or all encounter for CLD. ***: p < 0.001; **: p < 0.01; ns: not significant.
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African Americans had higher hospitalization rate than Caucasians
(45.5% vs 32.6%, p < 0.001) (Fig. 4). Overall the hospitalization rate
for COVID-19 patients CLD (41.0% and 39.2% for recent and any
encounter, respectively) was higher than for COVID-19 patients with-
out CLD (23.9% vs 23.5% for recent and all encounter, respectively)
(p < 0.001) and that for COVID-19 negative patients with CLD (16.2%
and 8.8% for recent and all encounter, respectively) (p < 0.001).

The overall death rate over 8-month period for 16,530 adult
COVID-19 patients was 5.6%, higher for African Americans (7.1%)
than Caucasians (5.0%) (p < 0.001). Among 390 patients with COVID-
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19 and recent encounter for CLD, 40 died (10.3%), similar for African
Americans (12.5%) and Caucasians (9.5%) (p = 0.457). Among 16,140
COVID-19 patients without CLD, 890 died (5.5%), higher for African
Americans (7.0%) than Caucasians (4.9%) (p < 0.001). The death rate
for COVID-19 negative patients with recent encounter for CLD was
2.9%, higher for African Americans (4.1%) than Caucasians (2.7%)
(p< 0.001) (Fig. 5). The trend is similar for patients with all encounter
for CLD, except that among COVID-10 patients with all encounter for
CLD, African Americans had higher death rate than Caucasians (12.1%
vs 6.5%, p < 0.01) (Fig. 5). Overall the death rate for COVID-19
patients CLD (10.3% and 8.5% for recent and all encounter, respec-
tively) was higher than for COVID-19 patients without CLD (5.5% vs
5.5% for recent and all encounter, respectively) (p < 0.001) and that
for COVID-19 negative patients with CLD (2.9% and 3.6% for recent
and all encounter, respectively) (p < 0.001).

6. Discussion

Based on analyses of a nation-wide EHR database in the US we
show that patients with CLD, especially those who had recent medi-
cal encounter for CLD, were at significantly increased risk for COVID-
19 acquisition compared with patients without CLD. African Ameri-
cans with CLD were twice more likely to get COVID-19 than Cauca-
sians with CLD. COVID-19 patients with CLD had higher rates of
hospitalization and death than COVID-19 negative patients with CLD
and COVID-19 patients without CLD.

Our study shows that patients who had recent medical encounter
for their CLD had significantly increased risk for COVID-19 compared
with patients without recent medical encounter for CLD after demo-
graphics and known COVID-19 risk factors. Comparing the odds of
COVID-19 in patients with recent medical encounter for CLD before
and after adjusting known COVID-19 risk factors, it is clear these fac-
tors contributed to the high risk for COVID-19 in patients with CLD.
For example, the odds for COVID-19 in patients with recent medical
encounter for chronic non-alcoholic liver disease decreased from
23.13 to 13.11 after adjusting for COVID-19 risk factors. Yet, even after
adjusting for these risk factors, patients with CLD still had high risk for
COVID-19 compared with patients without CLD. Several reasons might
have counted for this observed high risk for COVID-19: first, certain
residual and unmeasured confounding factors (e.g., socio-economic
determinants, behavioral factors, life-style) may have contributed to
the increased risk for COVID-19 in patients with CLD. Second, CLD as a
disease entity may have effects on patients’ increased susceptibility to
SARS-CoV2 infection because of abnormalities of immune function,
immunodeficiency and systemic inflammation present in individuals
with CLD [22�24]. However, due to the limited number of patients
with CLD and COVID-19 in our database and due to limited informa-
tion for socio-economic determinants, behavioral factors, and life-style
factors available in the EHR database, we were unable to assess which
and how these factors, alone and together, contributed to the
increased risk for COVID-19 in patients with CLD.

In our study, patients who had a recent encounter (within the past
year but before COVID-19 diagnosis) with healthcare systems for their
CLD had higher odds of COVID-19 than those with all encounter
(AOR=13.11 vs 2.32 for patients with recent vs all encounter for chronic
non-alcoholic liver disease, respectively). Furthermore, we observed
markedly different odds of COVID-19 for patients with different CLD,
ranging from AOR of 4.37 for chronic hepatitis B, 8.93 for chronic hepati-
tis C, to 13.11 to chronic non-alcoholic liver disease. There is no obvious
trend that patients with more severe CLD (e.g., chronic hepatitis B) had
higher odds of COVID-19 infection than those with less severe CLD (e.g.,
chronic hepatitis C). Reasons for substantially different risks for COVID-
19 in patients with recent vs ever CLD encounter and in patients with
different CLD warrant further investigation.

An important finding of our study is that African Americans with CLD
were more twice more likely to get COVID-19 than Caucasians with CLD,
after adjusting for age, gender and COVID-19 risk factors. This is consis-
tent with data showing that COVID-19 affects African Americans at a dis-
proportionately high rate [32]. This profound racial disparity suggests
that factors other than medical conditions such as access to healthcare,
socioeconomic status and other social adversity components may have
contributed to the increased risk for COVID-19 among African Americans
with CLD. However, due to limited socioeconomic information available
in the patient EHRs we were unable to assess how these factors further
contributed to the high risk for COVID-19 infection in African Americans
with CLD compared with Caucasians with CLD. We were unable to
examine how COVID-19 risks were affected by other races due to their
limited sample sizes for patients with CLD and COVID-19 in the EHR
database. There are more than 15 race categories in the EHR database for
the 62 million adult and senior patients. For example, though Asians
count for 2% of CLD patients, but 0% for patients with COVID-19 and CLD
(Table 1). On the other hand, among 820 COVID-19 patients with CLD,
56% are Caucasians, 40% are African Americans. Previous studies showing
that advanced age and being female are risk factors for COVID-19 infec-
tion where age-and gender-related medical conditions were not con-
trolled [33,34], our study demonstrates that age and gender had no
additional effect on the risk of developing COVID-19 among patients
with CLD when potential COVID-19 risk factors such as cardiovascular
diseases, obesity, diabetes, cancers, and mental disorder were controlled.
Our study showed that women with CLD had similar risk for COVID-19
as men with CLD. Older patients (age >65 years) with CLD had similar
risk for COVID-19 as younger patients (age 18�65 years) with CLD.

Our study has several limitations. First, this is an analysis of
patient EHR data that were collected for clinical convenience and bill-
ing, not for research purposes. Though EHR data have been widely
used for research purposes, they have inherent limitations including
under-diagnosis, over-diagnosis, or mis-diagnosis, limited informa-
tion on time-series, timing and adherence of medications and treat-
ments, socio-economic and life style determinants, among others
[35�38]. Second, the Explorys EHR database included 16,530 cases of
adult and senior patients based on COVID-19 diagnosis code at the
time of our study, which is substantially lower, proportionately to
sample size, than the total confirmed cases in US reported by CDC [1].
COVID-19 is regularly tested at drive-ups and popup testing loca-
tions, many of which may have not been captured by EHRs. It is also
likely that during the process of Explorys importing and standardiz-
ing EHR data from healthcare systems, its disease coding system did
not capture all cases of COVID-19. Third, no detailed information was
provided regarding rural vs urban, socioeconomic and geographic
composition of the patient population as well as healthcare facility
venue in the Explorys database. Fourth, we used the SNOMED-CT
concept “Hospital admission (procedure)” (ID 32,485,007) to obtain
hospital admission status from patient EHRs. Explorys imports infor-
mation from the Social Security Death index for the “deceased” sta-
tus. However, we were unable to determine contributing causes of
death and hospitalization of patients. Fifth, though patients in this
EHR database represent 20% of US population, they represent
patients who had encounters with healthcare systems and are not
necessarily representative of the general US population or patients in
other countries. For example, least sick COVID-19 patients are likely
to be missed from the EHR systems since they may never encounter
the health system. Our reported rate of all-cause hospitalization rate
of 24.3% for COVID-19 patients in the EHR database are higher than
the overall cumulative COVID-19-associated hospitalization rate of
207.1 per 100,000 reported by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention [39]. Last but not least, findings from this EHR-based
study are associational not causal. Due to these limitations, this study
serves as a baseline study of COVID-19 risk, disparities and outcomes
in patients with CLD. Because of the markedly increased risks associ-
ated with acquisition of COVID in the chronic liver disease population
that we demonstrated here, these initial findings need to be repli-
cated in and compared to other EHR databases and in other
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populations and investigated in prospective manner in which addi-
tional confounding factors can be identified and controlled.
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